ABSTRACT In vehicular networks, the safety-related messages (emergency and periodic messages) and non-safety message (RFS: request for service message) should share the scarce wireless resource. Emergency messages deliver time-critical information with guaranteed reliability, e.g.road-safety information, whereas periodic ones convey normal status update information, e.g.vehicular positions, show that is less time-and loss-critical. The RFS message is used for reserving Internet data service through the infrastructure on the road. In the channel access for vehicles, the synchronization interval (SI) is repeated every 100 ms and each SI is divided by one control channel interval (CCHI) for the transmission of safety-related messages and RFS message and by one service channel interval (SCHI) for the Internet service from the roadside infrastructure. It is crucial to set the length of CCHI appropriately in the SI because of the dynamic environment of VANETs. In this paper, we consider two optimization problems of message transmissions depending on whether the length of CCHI is flexible or not: 1) a fixed CCHI (non-adaptive) and 2) a variable CCHI (adaptive), respectively, and obtain the optimal MAC parameters where we adopt the IEEE 802.11e enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) protocol with a ''strict'' priority for the emergency message. Finally, we conduct extensive simulations to validate our analytical findings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) are experiencing rapid deployment in recent years due to an increasing demand for road safety and entertainment service in personal/public vehicles. In the Intelligent Transport System (ITS), a Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) is a set of protocols and standards on one-way or two-way short to medium range wireless communications specifically designed for automotive use [2] to support both public safety and infotainment (information and entertainment) applications. A large proportion of the messages used in such applications is delivered through broadcasting. For example, routine messages 1 
need to be broadcasted to its neighbors
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periodically to announce the state (e.g.location, speed, direction and acceleration) of a vehicle and emergency messages need to be broadcasted once a vehicle has an emergency (e.g.accident or hard brake) or is changing its movement (e.g.lane changing and overtaking).
IEEE Standard 802.11p [3] has been ratified as a standard to provide Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE), recently. In WAVE, there are two types of WAVE devices, On-Board Unit (OBU) and RoadSide Unit (RSU). OBU is a communication equipment that is mounted on a mobile vehicle whereas RSUs are connected to a wired infrastructure network and are typically located at fixed places on a road (see Fig.1 ). IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609.4 standards describe the medium access control (MAC) and physical layer (PHY) protocols for Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication among OBUs and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication between an OBU and an RSU.
In terms of controlling media access, it is based on the prioritized Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) protocols (see Section II-B for a brief overview) and the multi-channel architecture specified in IEEE 1609.4 [4] . It uses one common Control CHannel (CCH) for signaling and safety-crucial data exchange and up to six Service CHannels (SCHs) for non-safety (e.g.comfort and infotainment) data exchanges, where periodical and synchronous switching between CCH and SCH is mandatory for a single-radio device. Time for transmissions over CCH is defined by CCH Interval (CCHI) and that for transmissions over SCHs is defined by SCH Interval (SCHI). A pair of one CCHI and one SCHI, referred to as Synchronization Interval (SI) is repeated every fixed duration, which is 100 msec in the standard. Considering the importance of safety in VANETs, the length of CCHI and how messages with different priorities are scheduled over CCHI are crucial factors to the performance of a VANET.
Three types of messages compete for accessing the CCH: periodic, emergency, and RFS messages, where periodic and emergency messages are classified into safety-related messages. In WAVE, periodic messages are generated every 300 msec to broadcast vehicular status. Emergency messages, generated asynchronously, have to be broadcasted and received within 100 msec with above 99% reliability. Request For Service (RFS) message is the one for just reserving the infotainment data service, whose actual transmission occurs in a SCH and has a low priority than safety-related ones.
To consider different priorities of those three messages, Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) has been suggested as one of candidate MAC protocols for IEEE 802.11p. The basic idea of EDCA is to assign different AIFS (Arbitration Inter-Frame Space) values, corresponding to time that a node has to wait before starting the backoff. An array of researches use the EDCA to consider the priorities among messages thereby trying to provide high reliability and low latency in VANETs [6] , [7] , [11] - [15] . However, the current draft of IEEE 802.11p and most of other MAC protocols, which work based on the conventional EDCA, are reported to be unable to completely meet the strict requirements of reliability and latency for safety-related communication applications due to the lack of strict guarantees for safety-related messages. To overcome this issue, the authors in [7] first considered a concept of ''strict'' priority for EDCA MAC in the VANETs. However, they showed the performance guarantee for the highest priority message transmission only by using a simulation result with restrict case where various types of message transmissions are not considered jointly in VANETs.
A. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we jointly consider (i) emergency, (ii) periodic, and (iii) RFS message transmissions in one framework under the alternating channel switching among CCH and SCHs with different arrival patterns of messages. Our analytical result is of great significance because it provides a guideline on how to properly choose MAC parameters to satisfy stringent Quality of Service (QoS) of safety-related messages as well as offers a theoretical toolbox to understand the tradeoff among multiple performance metrics in VANETs with EDCA. Motivated by our analysis for a fixed length of CCHI, one can propose a way of adapting CCHI for better performance due to a protocol's increasing flexibility of incoming traffic patterns and exogenous environmental factors.
We summarize the main contributions in what follows: (a) We consider three types of messages (emergency, periodic and RFS) transmitted in CCH to study how strict reliability and latency requirements can be provided.
To this end, we adopt a modified EDCA MAC protocol, e.g.the one in [7] , which gives a higher, strict priority to emergency messages than others. Then, depending on whether the length of CCHI is fixed or not, we consider the following two scenarios on handling CCHI: (i) fixed CCHI and (ii) adaptive CCHI. Scenario (i) corresponds to when we do not change the standard with the goal of a simpler implementation, whereas scenario (ii) covers how we can further suggest a media access scheme that is likely to increase performance by allowing the change of a system parameter. (b) In the fixed CCHI, we formulate an optimization problem that jointly considers successful delivery probabilities and average delays for three types of message (periodic, emergency, and RFS) transmissions. We consider an analytical method based on D/M/1 queueing model for the periodic broadcast and M/M/1 queueing models for the emergency and RFS message transmissions, respectively. We construct a coupled Markov chain for these message transmissions where the transition probabilities of each model are correlated. Our characterization under the performance metrics using the modeled embedded Markov chain enables one to easily solve the optimization problem. We obtain the right protocol parameters that satisfy the given requirements of emergency and periodic messages and provides a useful engineering value in running the MAC protocol over vehicular networks. (c) In the adaptive CCHI, we also formulate an optimization problem where the channel utilization is added in the objective function and CCHI is included as a control parameter for the optimization formulation in the fixed CCHI to guarantee the efficient use of the channel. Due to the intractability of the problem, we design a heuristic adaptive CCHI selection algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, we use the information on how many messages have been transmitted successfully and have collided in the previous CCHIs for choosing the appropriate next CCHI. The proposed method is simple yet efficient in the sense that safety-related messages are transmitted successfully on CCHI and the channel is utilized over SI. Numerical results show that our proposed algorithm increases the successful delivery probability of RFS message from 49% to about 70% under the constraints with 99% delivery probability with 100ms delay for the emergency message transmission and 80% delivery probability with 300ms for the periodic message transmission, even when the number of vehicles reaches up to 200. Moreover, in comparison with the fixed CCHI scheme and a well-known dynamic CCHI scheme, our adaptive algorithm shows better performance in terms of successful transmission of emergency message and channel utilization.
B. RELATED WORK

Analysis of broadcast messages in VANET.
An extensive array of research on broadcast in DSRC exists. In [7] , the authors first considered the strict priority for IEEE 802.11p WAVE by managing the MAC parameters as in our work. They used simulations to analyze the performance of the modified MAC protocol and compared it to that of the conventional EDCA. They showed that the proposed scheme outperforms the conventional EDCA. However, they did not consider traffic type (emergency, periodic and RFS, etc) interactions and how to choose the proper parameters of MAC for the traffics. Hafeez et al. [11] considered emergency and routine messages, but they assumed that these two messages are independent and modeled these as two independent M/G/1-like systems, which does not hold in practice because if the channel is occupied with routine messages, the emergency messages cannot be transmitted immediately. Yang et al. [6] proposed a model only for periodic messages, by using a D/M/1 queueing system, where they obtained a collision probability of periodic messages, a buffer empty probability and a sojourn time of periodic message. Abdel et al. [16] considered an adaptive CCH interval selection algorithm which optimizes the channel efficiency of VANETs. They modeled a Markov chain for the broadcasting of messages and analyzed the collision probabilities of message transmissions, but message priority was not considered. Kim et al. [13] considered a multi-radio setup so as to remove the need for alternatively multi-accessing the channel due to the dedicated radio for safety messages to guarantee the high success probability. However, there still remains a cost issue for equipping all vehicles with multiple radios. Ma et al. [14] proposed and analyzed a design for a robust broadcast scheme for VANET safety-related services. In particular, they proposed and justified an effective solution to the design of the control channel in DSRC with three levels of safety-related broadcast services that are critical to most possible safety applications. Furthermore, they constructed an analytic model to evaluate the reliability and the performance of one-hop and multi-hop IEEE 802.11-based broadcast for the safety-related services under harsh wireless communication environments. In that model, they used the distance-based scheme and the Random Accessing Delay (RAD) scheme to give a high priority and to avoid collision. However, those three levels of safety-related messages are also modeled independently.
VANET architecture and network protocols. Bi et al. [17] , [18] suggested a cross-layer approach for an efficient and reliable broadcast in inter-vehicle communication networks and studied a new MAC scheme that guarantees QoS provisioning in vehicle to infrastructure communication networks. Ye et al. [27] considered an efficient and reliable single-hop broadcasting in VANETs and designed a novel MAC protocol under the consideration of dense vehicular topologies. Jeong et al. [19] proposed a trajectory-based statistical forwarding scheme for multi-hop infrastructure to vehicle data delivery and obtained how fast and reliable the forwarding schemes work in urban network scenarios. Khabbaz et al. [20] modeled the roadside communication networks and obtained an analytical result of delay by using a Markov model and the authors in [21] considered the case where 3G meets VANETs, i.e.3G-assisted data delivery in VANETs. Zhao et al. [22] designed a protocol which guarantees fairness on the multi-hop peer communication in IEEE 802.16 based vehicular networks which comes from distributed channel access. They considered an optimal parameter setting of MAC protocols to ensure the fairness in VANETs.
Dynamic CCH Interval Schemes in VANET. There are several studies for various MAC protocols using a dynamic CCH interval in VANETs. Wang et al. [23] proposed a Variable CCH Interval (VCI) MAC that enables the length of the CCH to be adjusted according to the traffic load. The optimal CCH is computed by the RSUs. The VCI MAC enhances the system throughput and decreases the transmission delay. However, it cannot support different applications which have various QoS requirements. In [24] , they considered different service classes for QoS supporting on VCI MAC (Q-VCI MAC). However, all classes of services are assumed independent which is an impractical. Song et al. [25] proposed an Adaptive multi-Priority Distributed Multi-channel (APDM) MAC as a dynamic multichannel MAC for traffic conditions. In this MAC, the channel coordinator is elected as RSU or Optimizing Node (OpN) that has the minimal MAC address. The APDM MAC protocol guarantees timely and reliable delivery of the safety messages and improves the throughput for service channels. However, the channel access schedule is lost when the OpN is absent due to the dynamic mobility features of vehicles. Maalej et al. [26] proposed the Advanced Activity-Aware (AAA) Protocol. It computes the optimal length of CCHI and maintains a default Synchronization Interval (SI). However, there is no rigorous analysis for the proposed algorithm and the AAA cannot cover the case of large variance of vehicle's speed.
In our work, we focus on the interaction of each message transmission, jointly. Our consideration lies in guaranteeing the strict priority for the emergency message in CCHI first and using the SCHI efficiently by designing a simple practical algorithm.
II. MODEL AND GOAL
A. NETWORK, CHANNEL AND TRAFFIC
Network. We consider a one-dimensional VANET model, consisting of N vehicles randomly located on a line. This is popularly adopted for mathematical tractability because it is a good approximation of VANET on a highway when the distances between lanes on highways are negligible, see e.g. [14] . We assume that those N vehicles are in the same contention domain and there exists a single RSU which can cover N vehicles, i.e.the RSU can receive any broadcast message from vehicles. Hence, only one RSU is allowed to send an Acknowledgement (ACK) for messages when they are transmitted successfully as in [13] .
Channel. We adopt the IEEE 802.11p standard where we assume that there exist one CCH and one SCH. 2 The channel access time is divided into SI with a fixed length, say 100 msec as in the standard, consisting of a CCHI and a SCHI (see Fig.2.) . Following the standard, safety and non-safety messages are treated separately. All vehicles must monitor the CCH for safety and RFS messages during CCHIs. However, vehicles can optionally switch to the SCH to transmit non-safety application messages during SCHIs. Throughout this paper, we denote T cch and T sch as the lengths of CCHI and SCHI, respectively, and let the length of SI be T si = T cch + T sch . In this paper, the following two channel access schemes are considered, depending on whether the length of CCHI is flexible or not: (i) a fixed CCHI scheme (Section III) and (ii) an adaptive CCHI scheme (Section IV), as illustrated in the Fig.2 .
Traffic. Each vehicle generates emergency and periodic messages for the safety-related message. We assume that emergency messages are generated by a Poisson process with rate λ e , and periodic messages are generated by a periodic process with rate λ p = 1/T p , where T p is the fixed period of the message. A vehicle transmits a RFS message over the SCH to the RSU for reserving the SCH if it has a message for an infotainment service, whose generation follows a Poisson process with rate λ r . To purely focus on the impact of MAC layer issues, we assume that there are no channel shadowing or fading and the capture effect of transmissions. In addition, we assume that the RSU sends an ACK for the successful transmissions of emergency and RFS messages to guarantee the reliability. However, since periodic messages are generated by a deterministic process with simple status information such as position or velocity of the vehicle, we do not consider the ACK for this message to avoid overhead in the network, as typically done in practice.
B. MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL: EDCA-BASED
The baseline MAC protocol in this paper is based on EDCA. We first explain the conventional EDCA, followed by the modified EDCA proposed to guarantee stringent QoS of safety messages, which is our interest in this paper.
1) CONVENTIONAL EDCA
In EDCA, as a basic medium access control mechanism, CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) is used where if the channel is idle, a backlogged node undergoes the backoff procedure, immediately, and if the channel is busy due to transmissions from other nodes, the node waits until the end of transmission and begins its backoff procedure to transmit its message. To guarantee high reliability with fast delivery of a message, it is required to set a higher priority for emergency messages than that of other messages. In a conventional EDCA, there are four different Access Categories (ACs) [12] , each of which uses a different value of Arbitration Inter-Frame Space (AIFS) to access the channel for its message as follows:
where σ is a slot time. As explained in [5] , [8] , and [10] , AIFS is the time that a node has to wait before starting the backoff when it is allowed to transmit a message. Intuitively, a shorter AIFS period means that a message has a higher probability of being transmitted with low latency, which is particularly important for delay-critical messages whereas longer AIFS leads to lower-priority transmissions.
2) MODIFIED EDCA (S-EDCA: STRICT-EDCA)
As a probabilistic guarantee for accessing the channel of high-priority messages in EDCA, it is reported [7] , [9] that the conventional EDCA is insufficient to guarantee strict QoSes of the messages. This motivates an array of research that modifies it into a version, which we generally call S-EDCA (Strict EDCA). This is a class of EDCA that first senses the CCH continuously for AIFS [1] . If the CCH is idle for this duration, then it transmits the message. Otherwise, it immediately performs the backoff procedure after the CCH is detected as busy by randomly selecting a backoff counter from the range [0, CW − 1], where CW is a contention window (CW) size for the message. The node decrements the backoff counter whenever it senses that the CCH is idle and when it senses that the CCH is busy, it freezes the backoff counter. Lastly, the node transmits the message if its backoff counter reaches zero. To summarize, S-EDCA sets the AIFS for non-emergency messages to be always larger than AIFS and CW of emergency messages, as illustrated in Fig.3 . This enables emergency messages to be transmitted in a deterministically prioritized manner (compared to probabilistic guarantee as in EDCA) to non-emergency ones, which is why we call it ''strict''-EDCA (S-EDCA). We now elaborate how ACs for each of the three messages are assigned in S-EDCA.
Emergency messages. We set AIFSN [2] = σ and from the assumption that the RSU sends an ACK if collision is detected, a transmitter doubles its CW size up to a maximum value CW max,e with a backoff stage m e as follows:
where CW min,e is the minimum CW for emergency messages. Emergency messages should not be dropped even if there is a collision when it reaches the maximum backoff stage due to its importance. Hence, at the maximum backoff stage, it chooses the CW in [0, CW max,e − 1] uniformly random without doubling. We assume that a busy tone signal is also transmitted with the emergency message to suspend the backoff procedure of other messages. 3 If there is no exponential backoff mechanism for emergency messages, it is enough to use AIFS for transmission with strict priority. However, for reliable transmission of an emergency message with ACK from RSU, we model the backoff that leads us to consider the busy tone signal with emergency message transmission since the selected CW for other messages can be smaller than that of emergency one if it doubles for collisions, in which case the emergency message will not be guaranteed strict priority. Periodic messages. We set
+ CW min,e , which enables emergency messages to be assigned higher priority, as illustrated in Fig.3 . Since we assume that the RSU does not send an ACK for the successful broadcast of periodic messages, there is no doubling of CW, where we denote by CW p the CW for periodic messages.
RFS messages. These messages have lowest priority than safety-related emergency and periodic messages, for which we set [2] . Different from emergency messages, RFS messages have CW k,r at backoff stage k by:
where m r is the maximum backoff stage and f r < ∞ is the retransmission limit at m r for RFS messages, respectively.
C. GOAL OVERVIEW
Guaranteeing high priorities for safety-related messages in the S-EDCA MAC may lead to large performance degradation of the Internet service by RSU if we do not consider an appropriate choice of the control parameters such as m e , m r , CW min,e , CW p and CW min,r . To cover this issue, we consider two optimization problems that maximize: (i) the RFS message transmission probability when CCHI is fixed as in the standard and (ii) the RFS message transmission probability and channel utilization when CCHI is allowed to be flexibly adjusted, both under the QoS constraint of safety-related messages. For (i), in Section III, we model a coupled Markov chain and try to mathematically study the solution of the control parameters, and for (ii), in Section IV, we propose a heuristic algorithm that describes a way of adaptively choosing the CCHI adaptively for each SI, respectively.
III. FIXED CCHI: FINDING OPTIMAL MAC PARAMETERS A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We first formulate an optimization problem which maximizes the successful delivery probability of a RFS message under the QoS constraints of safety-related messages. To this end, we denote by P se , P sp and P sr the successful delivery probabilities for emergency, periodic and RFS messages, respectively, and denote by D e , D p and D r the random variables representing the delays of those three messages. For the QoS of safety-related messages, we consider latency as a performance metric. In emergency message transmissions, it is a required time until the successful transmission whereas in periodic message transmissions, it is a time period. Then, for a given target latency e > 0, the successful transmission probability of emergency message is defined by P se ( 
Here, the parameters ϑ x and ε x (x ∈ {e, p}) are the required constraints for delivery probabilities and expected delays of emergency and periodic messages.
To solve this, we first construct coupled Markov chains and obtain stationary probabilities which are used to characterize delivery probabilities and average delays of three messages in OPT-F( ), since they are coupled with each other, governed by many other important quantities such as message collision probabilities, channel busy probabilities, and message generation probability, etc. Using the constructed coupled Markov chains, we characterize the optimal solution representing the optimal MAC parameters m x for x ∈ {e, r} and CW min,x for every x ∈ {e, p, r} (e: emergency, p: period, r: RFS). In particular, we prove that the domain of the constraints of OPT-F( ) is compact and the objective function is unimodular so that the optimal parameters in OPT-F( ) can be easily derived by a well-known numerical method on solving the target optimization problem.
B. MODELING S-EDCA BY A COUPLED MARKOV CHAIN
We henceforth present our modeling via a coupled Markov chain for three different message transmissions, followed by the characterization of their delivery probabilities and average delays in Section III-C.
Markov chain for emergency messages. Since all vehicles are in the symmetric condition, we consider any arbitrary vehicle. Let s(t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m e } be the stochastic process representing the backoff stage at time t and let b(t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , CW max,e − 1} be the stochastic process representing the backoff counter at time t. Then, {(s(t), b(t))| t = 0, 1, 2, ..} be the two dimensional embedded Markov chain where the state space is Idle ∪ {(i, j) : 0 ≤ i ≤ m i and 0 ≤ j ≤ CW i,e − 1}, where 'Idle' denotes the idle state meaning that the node is unbacklogged, and CW i,e is the CW size at backoff stage i, as illustrated in Fig.4 . We have CW min,e = CW 0,e and CW max,e = CW m r ,e , respectively.
We now describe one-step transition probabilities of the Markov chain {(s(t), b(t))}, divided into three cases, depending on the backoff stage. First, when the backoff stage is zero, we have: when the backoff stage is i, 0 < i < m r − 1, we have:
and finally, when the backoff stage is m r , all probabilities are the same as the case for 0 < i < m r − 1 except
where we present the quantities in the above description in more detail as follows:
(a) Collision probabilities p c and p c . p c is the collision probability of the target node that broadcasts an emergency message at the backoff stage zero. Due to our modeling of N vehicles, p c is given by:
where τ e , τ p and τ r are the transmission probabilities of emergency, periodic and RFS messages, respectively. The term p c is the collision probability when the backoff stage is non-zero, given by:
which is due to the strict priority of emergency messages in S-EDCA. (b) Channel busy probabilities p b and p b . The probability p b is the one that the channel is sensed busy at the backoff stage zero due to simultaneous transmissions by at least one node other than the target node, coinciding with p c . p b is the probability that the channel is busy when the backoff stage is non-zero and due to the same reason as above, p b = p c .
(c) Emergency message generation probability q e . We next characterize q e , which is the probability that the target node generates an emergency message in a random time slot, given that it does not transmit. To this end, we first denote the times of successful transmission and collision for each message by T x s and T x c , x ∈ {e, p, r}, respectively. Then, those times are expressed as:
where R cch is the data rate of CCH, and L H and L x are the lengths of packet header of each message x, respectively. The term ACK is the transmission time of the ACK message and SIFS is the Short Interframe Space durations, DIFS is DCF (Distributed Coordination Function) Interframe Space durations, EIFS is the Extended Interframe Space time for the collision of messages, which includes the transmission time of ACK frame, SIFS and DIFS, respectively, and finally, δ is the propagation delay. Let the emergency message generating probabilities of the target node (i) during idle time σ , (ii) while a message x of only one node is transmitting, (iii) during collision due to simultaneous transmission of messages x and y and (iv) during SCHI be (i) r i , (ii) s x , (iii) c x,y and (iv) l sch , respectively. We denote T x,y c by the length of collision time of two messages x and y (x, y ∈ {e, p, r}). Let = {I, SCHI, SUCC, COL} be the set of channel states when the target node senses the channel, where 'I', 'SCHI', 'SUCC', and 'COL' means idle, SCHI, successful transmission of a message (i.e., only one node is transmitting the message), and collision due to multiple transmissions. Then, we have:
where P i is the probability of the target node being idle, P x s is the probability of successful transmission of message x, P
x,y c is the collision probability of two messages x and y, and p sch are the corresponding probabilities that the target node is in SCHI, respectively. We refer the readers to our technical paper [30] for the explicit forms of P i , P x s , and P x,y c . Note that since the inter-arrival time of the emergency message generation process follows an exponential distribution with rate λ e , we have: r i = 1 − e −λ e σ , s x = 1 − e −λ e T x s , c x,y = 1 − e −λ e T x,y c , and l sch = 1 − e −λ e T sch , respectively. (d) Transmission probability of emergency message τ e . We see that all transition probabilities in the Markov chain include three message transmission probabilities τ e , τ p and τ r as expressed in (5) . Hence, we need to compute these probabilities to obtain the transition probabilities in the Markov chain. As a first step, we compute the transmission probability τ e for the emergency message as follows. Using the afore-described Markov chain and its ergodicity, we are able to compute its stationary distribution 
Then, by constructing two Markov chains for the periodic and RFS message transmissions and using the corresponding stationary distributions, we finally obtain the transmission probabilities τ p and τ r and all the parameters in the Markov chains. This enables us to analyze our target performance metrics in the rest of the section. Markov chain for periodic messages. We model a Markov chain for periodic message transmissions (see [30] for the state transition diagram). This is similar to that in [6] . However, in our model, the transition probabilities are inter-coupled with those by emergency and RFS message transmissions. To see this, we let b p (t) be the stochastic process representing the backoff counter of the target node at embedded time t. Then {b p (t)| t = 0, 1, 2, ..} is one dimensional embedded Markov chain with the state space {Idle} ∪ {k : 0 ≤ k ≤ CW p − 1}, where the 'Idle' is the idle state. Note that different from emergency messages, there is no need to consider the backoff stage for periodic messages because we assume that it does not receive ACK from the RSU. The state of each node is denoted by k, where k represents the backoff counter, 0 ≤ k ≤ CW p , and CW p represents the CW of periodic messages. Then, we have the following one-step transition probabilities of {b p (t)} as follows:
where p b is the channel busy probability and due to the same reason as in the emergency messages, it is given by:
The probability p e is the one that the buffer for period messages is empty and we will derive this in later in Theorem 2.
(a) Transmission probability of emergency message τ p . To obtain the channel busy and collision probabilities in the Markov chain, we also need three transmission probabilities. Hence, as a second step, we compute the transmission probability τ p as follows. Since the Markov chain has finite states, it is ergodic and we obtain the stationary distribution
by using the normalization of the probabilities
the transmission probability τ p for the periodic message is equal to the probability that the backoff counter of tagged vehicle becomes zero and it is easily computed by
Markov chain for RFS messages. Finally, for the RFS message transmission, we construct a two dimensional embedded Markov chain by {(s r (t), b r (t))| t = 0, 1, 2, ..} ∈ Idle ∪ {(i, j) : 0 ≤ i ≤ m and 0 ≤ j ≤ CW i,r − 1}, where s r (t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m r } is the backoff stage of the target vehicle and b r (t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , CW max,r − 1} is the backoff counter at time t. 'Idle' means the idle state and CW i,r is the CW size of RFS message at backoff stage i. Hence, we have CW min,r = CW 0,r and CW max,e = CW m,r , respectively. We describe one-step transition probabilities of the Markov chain {(s r (t), b r (t))| t = 0, 1, 2, ..} by:
We elaborate the quantities in the above description in what follows:
(a) Collision and channel busy probabilities p r c and p r b . p r c is the collision probability of the target vehicle that broadcasts a RFS message at backoff stage zero. With N vehicles and S-EDCA MAC, it is given by:
which is equal to p r b , (b) Message loss and generation probabilities p loss and q r . Due to the retransmission limit for a RFS message in (2), the message will be lost when it reaches the maximum backoff stage with the retransmission limit. Hence, the RFS message loss probability p loss is expressed as:
where we recall that f r is the retransmission limit for RFS messages. Then, we can obtain the message generation probability q r similarly to q e for the emergency message.
(c) Transmission probability of RFS message τ r . As a final step, we compute τ r as follows. From the ergodicity and 
Coupled system parameters. Finally, we see that for a given set of system parameters, the right term of (7), (10) and (13) are the function of three unknowns τ e , τ p and τ r . As an example, the parameters p c , p b and p r c in transition probabilities of each Markov chain involve the unknown τ e , τ p and τ r as in (11) and (9) . Hence, we solve these nonlinear equations (system) jointly to obtain the probabilities from which we characterize the performance metrics (delivery probabilities and average delays) which are described in the objective function and constrains of OPT-F( ) in the following subsection III-C and we finally obtain the optimal MAC parameters as a solution of OPT-F( ) in subsection III-D.
C. CHARACTERIZATION OF DELIVERY PROBABILITY AND DELAY
In this subsection, we will characterize the successful delivery probabilities and average delays for three messages by using the computed system parameters in the previous section. We will provide the proof sketches of each Theorem in the appendix and the complete proofs will be given in our technical paper [30] .
1) EMERGENCY MESSAGE TRANSMISSION
Note that the probabilities that the emergency message is generated during CCHI and SCHI are given by p cch = T cch /T si and p sch = T sch /T si , respectively, due to the Poisson arrival process.
Theorem 1: For any e > 0, the successful delivery probability of the emergency message is bounded by 
where E[D 1 e ] and E[D 2 e ] are average delays when the emergency message is generated during CCHI and SCHI which are given in (14) and (15) 
)E[T ] where E[T ] = E[T s ] + E[T c
] + P i σ . 5 Theorem 1 implies that (i) if e is large, the successful delivery probability increases as expected, and (ii) if m e or CW min,e in M increases, the probability of collision of this message may decrease but the average delay increases, so P se ( e ) also decreases.
2) PERIODIC MESSAGE TRANSMISSION
We next characterize the performance metrics for periodic message transmissions in the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The successful delivery probability P sp and average delay E[D p ] for the periodic message are given by:
where p c is a collision probability of a periodic message as in (9), and z is the solution of z = e −µ p (1−z) where µ is given in (16) , as shown at the top of the next page. 5 Here 
In (16) 
3) RFS MESSAGE TRANSMISSION
Finally, we present the result for RFS message transmissions in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3: The successful delivery probability P sr and average delay for the RFS message E[D r ] are given by (20) where p loss is the packet loss probability of the RFS message due to retransmission limit as in (12) . In Theorems 1, 2, and 3, we see that the packet loss probability is included in both successful transmission probability and average delay due to considering the retransmit limit for the RFS message transmission. Since the loss probability in (12) contains the parameter p r c that is obtained by solving the nonlinear system as described above, the objective function P sr in the OPT-F( ) is implicit 6 w.r.t. the control parameters. 6 An implicit function is a function where one variable can not be explicitly expressed in terms of other variables.
However, we will show that there exists a nice propertyunimodularity-that enables us to easily compute the optimal parameters of our interest in the next section.
D. SOLVING OPT-F( ): FINDING OPTIMAL PARAMETERS
The goal of joint optimization problem OPT-F( ) is to find appropriate parameters that maximizes the RFS message delivery probability, satisfying the latency requirement of safety-related messages. To this end, we utilize our analytical results in Theorems 1, 2, and 3, which characterize the performance metrics in the objective function and constraints of OPT-F( ), as stated in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4 (Unimodularity):
The objective function P sr in OPT-F( ) is unimodular with respect to the parameters m x for x ∈ {e, r} and CW min,x for x ∈ {e, p, r} under the constraints in (3) and (4), respectively.
Unimodularity of the objective in OPT-F( ) guarantees the uniqueness of the optimal solution of OPT-F( ) and enables us to apply a popular numerical method, e.g.the Brent method [28] to find it.
IV. ADAPTIVE CCHI: A CCHI SELECTION ALGORITHM A. FORMULATION
We now consider the case when it is possible to change the CCHI. Despite a fixed CCHI in the standard mainly for implementation simplicity, it is clearly beneficial to adaptively change the CCHI, depending on traffic conditions, vehicle's mobility patterns and requests for Internet service from RSU, etc. The formal problem OPT-A( ) of finding the MAC parameters as well as the CCHI is similarly defined to OPT-F( ), as follows:
OPT-A( ):
max m x ,CW min,x ,∀x∈{e,p,r},CCHI
where, for a given target latency vector = ( e , p ), CU is the normalized channel utilization (throughput) and CCHI := [CCHI 1 , CCHI 2 , . . . , CCHI T ] is the vector that consists of each CCHI (denoted by CCHI j for 1 ≤ j ≤ T ) in the corresponding SI until time T .
Note that we include CU in the above formulation different from OPT-F( ), because the remaining SCH in each SI can be used inefficiently if the RFS messages are not successfully transmitted during the CCHI in the SI. Hence, in the OPT-A( ), we want to find a proper CCHI in each SI so that the channel can be used more efficiently. However, OPT-A( ) is extremely complex to solve because the characterization of the success delivery probabilities and average delays are also coupled with the dynamic change of CCHI for every SIs until T . This motivates us to first design a heuristic algorithm that adaptively chooses a good CCHI such that messages are transmitted successfully on CCHI and the channel is utilized by the internet services on SCHI. Afterwards, we can apply the method of finding MAC parameters in the previous section by maintaining the chosen CCHI for some duration (see more details at the end of Subsection IV-B).
B. ADAPTIVE CCHI SELECTION ALGORITHM
We present our adaptive CCHI selection algorithm, named AD-CCHI(j) in Algorithm 1, where the index j indicates j-th SI (denoted by SI j ). We denote φ j ∈ [0, 1] by the parameter that represents the portion of CCHI of SI j . We assume that the RSU computes φ j at the end of SI j−1 and broadcasts it to the vehicles a prior, before the beginning of SI j . Then, the vehicles who received it set the length of the j-th CCHI by φ j T si . As mentioned earlier, there is a tradeoff issue in choosing an appropriate φ j because the safety-related messages of vehicles should be transmitted within the required latency where a large φ j would be more appropriate. However, it may lead to inefficient channel usage if there is only a few vehicles in the network. To handle this issue, our algorithm AD-CCHI(j) is designed to perform the following three steps: S1. Estimating the number of active transmissions. We first estimate the number of active transmissions using the cumulative successful and collided transmissions until the previous SI. To this end, we consider three kinds of active transmissions: emergency, period and RFS messages. Let n e,j , n p,j , n r,j and n c,j be the number of successful transmissions of corresponding messages and the number of collisions during j-th CCHI. To estimate the number of active transmissions during the next CCHI, we use a simple heuristic approach as follows: Let n x,tot = 1 j−1 j−1 k=1 n x,j be the average number of active transmissions x where x ∈ {e, p, r} until SI j−1 in the RSU. Then, we estimate the number of activationsn x,j+1 in the SI j+1 for each x by (23) where α j is a smoothing factor such that 0 ≤ α j ≤ 1 and z is the least integer not less than z. In (23), we see that the number of transmissions in the next SI is estimated by a weighted sum of the averaged one n x,tot until the previous SI and the current one n x,j . Moreover, it is doubled for the collision by (24) , i.e.x = c since the collision occurs in the presence of multiple, simultaneous transmissions. Using this, we estimate the length of CCHI in the next SI in the following step.
S2. Estimating the length of safety-related message interval on CCHI. From the results of S1, the algorithm computes the expected length of CCHI in SI j+1 by xn x,j+1 T x . However, the computed CCHI may not be efficient for using the SCHI when there are many RFS messages to be transmitted in the CCHI. Therefore, in this step, we first assign the expected length of safety-related message transmissions by (25) . Since the length of SI is fixed by 100ms, we set E[T re ]. Finally, we update the parameter φ j+1 by (26) . This guarantees the full utilization of the remaining SCHI in the expectation sense.
Finding MAC parameters. To find proper MAC parameters as a heuristic solution of OPT-A( ), we use the obtained CCHI from AD-CCHI(j) as a fixed CCHI, apply it to OPT-F( ), and take a similar approach at every SI j for j = 1, . . . , T . This means that we compute the target performance metrics for three message transmissions and numerically find the parameters for a given CCHI using the unimodular property of OPT-F( ). Then, we take an average of these computed parameters until time T as a heuristic approach for the optimal parameters in OPT-A( ). This is a greedy solution in the average sense by considering each SI as the stationary interval of the Markov chains.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. SETUP
We use MATLAB to obtain our simulation results, where we vary the number of vehicles from 50 to 200. We assume that wireless channel does not have fading and shadowing, and focus on the MAC layer collisions for packet loss. We run 500 simulations with different random seeds for each case VOLUME 7, 2019
Algorithm 1 AD-CCHI(j)
Input: Number of active transmissions n e,j , n p,j , n r,j and n c,j and smoothing parameter 0 ≤ α j ≤ 1. Output: Portion of (j + 1)-th CCHI φ j+1 .
S0.
Initialize: Set φ 0 = 1/2; S1. Estimate the number of active transmissions: If the transmission x ∈ {e, p, r} then set the number of estimated active transmission in (j + 1)-th CCHI bŷ
where
S2. Estimate the length of safety message interval on CCHI: From the number of estimated transmissions in the step 1, compute the expected length of safety-related message transmissions in (j + 1)-th CCHI by
If
where T inf := T RFS + T ser . Compute the next portion of CCHI by
and average the results with 99% confidence interval as its variation. We compare S-EDCA with the MAC parameters found by our proposal to the conventional EDCA in the IEEE 802.11p [12] with two high priority access categories for emergency and periodic messages, and one low priority access for the RFS message. According to the standard, data rates are supported up to 27 Mbps where the default is 6 Mbps and the period of status message is commonly used for 300ms. In our simulation setup, we set R cch = 6 Mbps and p = 300 ms. Further, since we are interested in the scenario where emergency events occur frequently than that of non-safety related messages, we set λ e = 5 (message/sec), λ r = 1 (message/sec). Note that if the number of vehicles is 200 then we set N = 200 and the average number of emergency messages is given by λ e × N . We consider a highway scenario where vehicles move on the road with velocity v = 80km/h. Other parameters are presented in our technical paper [30] where we adopt the EDCA parameters that are defined in the IEEE 802.11p standard [4] .
B. VALIDATION: S-EDCA MAC WITH FIXED CCHI
We first present the successful delivery probabilities and average delays of three message transmissions in Fig.5 to validate our theoretical results in Section III for the fixed CCHI. To do this, we set CW min,e = 8, m e = 5, CW p = 24, CW min,r = 16 and m r = 8. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , we see that the successful delivery probability for emergency messages is higher than that of conventional EDCA MAC. Furthermore, although the probability decreases when the number of vehicles increases up to 200 vehicles, our S-EDCA guarantees more than 90% of successful transmission for the emergency message, but non-emergency (periodic and RFS) messages achieves lower performance guarantee for a larger number of nodes due to strict priority of emergency ones. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , we also observe that the average delay for an emergency message is much less than those of other messages. However, we check that there are non-neglectable performance degradation for the RFS message transmission if we use arbitrary MAC parameters to access the channel. Hence, we construct the optimization problem OPT-F( ) to find proper MAC parameters and obtain these parameters which maximize the successful transmission probability of RFS message under the requirements of safety-related message transmission in the subsection V-D. 
C. COMPARISON: FIXED CCHI VS. ADAPTIVE CCHI
In Fig. 6 , we compare two performance metrics (successful transmission probability and channel utilization) between AD-CCHI(j) and a fixed CCHI of S-EDCA with varying vehicle density. We further compare our result to the VCI MAC [23] with a single channel, which is also designed to guarantee the two performance metrics. We first obtain the successful transmission probability and channel utilization of AD-CCHI(j) for increasing the smoothing parameter values α j in Fig. 6(a) . In the simulation, we consider the repeating times of SI j = 1, 2, . . . , 10000 i.e.1000 seconds 7 and set α j to the same value for all j. We set N = 100 and v = 80 km/h. We observe that the successful transmission probability is maximized at α j = 0.2 under our setting, whereas the channel utilization is maximized at α j = 0.4. This means that the current information in estimating the active transmissions helps to increase the success probability of emergency message transmission because it reflects the dynamic change of node density. However, reflecting more historical information for the estimated active transmissions could be better for high channel utilization. Using the results in Fig. 6(a) , we choose the smoothing parameter α j = 0.2 for the successful probability and set α j = 0.4 for the channel utilization. Fig. 6(b) shows that our AD-CCHI(j) outperforms both fixed CCHI schemes (S-EDCA and Conventional EDCA) for the successful transmission of emergency message due to the adaptiveness of estimating the active transmissions in the network. In Fig. 6(c) , we observe that AD-CCHI(j) achieves better channel utilization compared to the fixed CCHI of S-EDCA (CCHI=50ms, 30ms). This is because the algorithm smartly chooses CCHI by efficiently using the remaining SCHI. Furthermore, in the case of fixed CCHI, we see that the channel utilization is high when CCHI=50 ms for a large vehicle density than that of the case when CCHI=30 ms. This is because when the density increases, a large CCHI is required to transmit many RFS messages after emergency transmissions. We also check that our AD-CCHI(j) outperforms to the VCI MAC for two performance metrics. The reason is described as follows. 7 This is because every SI has the length of 100ms. First, for the emergency message transmission, we give the strict priority to access the channel and we consider the ACK from the RSU for this message to guarantee the reliable transmission, whereas the VCI MAC does not consider the feedback of transmission. Second, for the channel utilization, we use the optimal MAC parameters from OPT-A( ) which is designed to maximizes the channel utilization. These make our algorithm better.
D. OPTIMAL PARAMETERS: FIXED CCHI AND ADAPTIVE CCHI
Finally, we present the optimal parameters that solve the OPT-F( ) in Table 1 and the averaged and approximated parameters for OPT-A( ) from the AD-CCHI(j) in Table 2 , where both results are the set of parameters that theoretically and heuristically maximize the successful delivery probability of RFS message under the constraints of safety-related message transmissions (ϑ e = 0.99 and ε e = 50ms for the emergency message and ϑ p = 0.80 and ε p = 200ms for the periodic message). For the fixed CCHI, by using the unimodular property of the objective function, we obtain the optimal solution based on the Brent method [28] , whereas we find the parameters as the averaged value for all j for the AD-CCHI(j) for the adaptive CCHI. We first observe that the successful delivery probabilities of RFS messages under the set of optimal parameters are improved compared to those in Fig. 5 (a) which used fixed MAC parameters. We next find that the obtained parameters increase as the vehicle density increases, and they are small values for the AD-CCHI(j) than those of fixed CCHI. This implies that our AD-CCHI(j) is more efficient for selecting the MAC parameters in the averaged sense than when a fixed CCHI is used.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider a strict EDCA MAC protocol and formulate an optimization problem for choosing proper parameters due to the degradation of performance of non-safety message transmission in our MAC in VANETs. We obtain successful delivery probabilities and average delays as the performance metrics for three kinds of message transmission and validate the results by simulations. Further, we propose an adaptive CCHI selection algorithm under the consideration of current network traffic and show that it outperforms to the fixed CCHI and a well-known dynamic CCHI schemes in the sense of successful transmission of emergency message and channel utilization of SCHI. Y k where T e is the transmission time of the message. Hence, by using the Chernoff bound, we have
APPENDIX: PROOF SKETCH OF THEOREMS
3MT e ≥ 1 − e − 2 e 3ME [De] , (27) where E [D e ] is the average delivery delay, δ = e /E[D e ] − 1 and M = CW max,e = 2 m e CW min,e , respectively. The last inequality can be obtained by a simple algebra. We omit the derivation of E[D e ] in this paper and suggest to the reader to see our technical paper [30] for details.
B. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In the periodic message transmission, the successful transmission occurs when (i) it is broadcasted within p and (ii) there is no collision. Since the probability for (ii) can be obtained from (9) directly, it remains to get the probability p e , which is the probability for (i). To do this, we let T w and T s be the waiting time of a periodic message in the queue and the service time of the message, respectively. We assume that the service time T s has an exponential distribution with the probability density function f s (t) = µe −µt , where µ is the average service rate. Using this fact, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let p e := P[D p < p ] be the probability that the periodic message is transmitted within p . Then, it is given by
where z is the solution of z = e −µ p (1−z) and µ is given in (16) . We will present the proof of this result in [30] . Since two event (i) and (ii) are independent, we finally obtain the successful transmission probability for this message as stated in the theorem. Next, we will derive the average delay as follows. 
C. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Note that the successful probability is obtained from the definition of message loss event because it will be transmitted if there is no message loss for the RFS message. This gives the trivial result as in (13) . Hence, we will provide the proof of the average delay in what follows. For the tagged vehicle, the average number of transmission attempts except the last one is E[S] − 1 where E[S] is given in our technical paper [30] . Next, the number of generic slots except its own transmission slots for the head of line delay is Therefore, it is easy to check that if there is a message loss due to the retransmission limit of RFS packet, the transmission time is T RFS + DIFS whereas it takes T RFS + SIFS + ACK when there is no message loss of RFS message. This makes the result in (20) and it completes the proof of Theorem 3.
D. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We first note that the constraint in OPT-F( ) is compact because the probabilities where p r c is the collision probability of RFS message. Since m r and f r are constant, we need to characterize the collision probability p r c . To do that, we set (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 ) := (CW 0,e , CW p , CW 0,r , m e , m r ) and we define f (x 1 , . . . , x 5 ) := (p r c ) k where k is some constant. Define a function g such that g(x, f (x)) = 0 for all x ∈ U where x = (x 1 , . . . , x 5 ) and let U be an open set of five dimensional real value space R 5 . Then, we have the partial derivative of f in U by
where J g,x is the Jacobian matrix. Suppose x * = (x * 1 , . . . , x * 5 ) is a local maximum point of f then we have ∂f /∂x * j = 0 , which is equivalent to ∂g/∂x * i = 0 for all i since the Jacobian is strict positive definite. Hence, x * is a global maximum point of f . Furthermore, based on the obtained form of each transmission probability and collision probability, we see that it is the unique solution. Hence, f is unimodular with respect to x and this completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
